
This season our focus has been creating beautiful 
spaces with the new collection - whereas the 
styling of the private home has been in the 
spotlight the last season, we now take a step back 
and look at the broader picture where the new 
interior design and small furniture set the frame 
for bigger recreational spaces such as hotels, spas 
and restaurants.  We take you on a design journey 
where you can explore the the versatile collection. 
The new Sino tables can make beautiful 
statements together or on their own and with dif-
ferent bases and luxurious marble tops. We have 
also expanded the Fumi table collection with a 
bigger and lower table with a subtle smoked glass 
top and beautiful subtle frame as the rest of the 
series. The Stilla book end is also a new piece in 3 
different colours and can be used to keep your 
favorite books – or just as a sculptural object. The 
success of our Globe flower pots has also 
resulted in an even bigger black flowerpot for 
bigger indoor or outdoor plants.

We have also added a new Vivero watering can 
which now comes in the same iconic shape in black 
plated stainless steel. The Curva series has also 
gained a new family member in the shape of an 
umbrella holder which also comes in silver, brass 
and black like the rest of the popular Curva series. 
Another new “aytm” in the 
collection is the white Luceo lamp which is a new 
exciting addition to the minimalistic Luceo lamp 
collection that consists of a floor lamp, 2 different 
pendants, a wall lamp and a table lamp. The classic 
white colour will give a more Nordic look and is 
very easy to incorporate in any room. 
With this collection we wanted to cater to the 
bigger spaces where the interior décor really makes 
a difference and a memorable impact on the guests 
as they explore the ambiance and relaxing 
atmosphere that comes with the recreational spaces. 
Here our minds are more susceptible to new 
impressions, which is why AW19 is all about
 perception and stimulation of our senses.
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